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COGNATE TEXTS: TECHNICAL TERMS AS
INDICATORS OF INTERTEXTUAL RELATIONS AND

REDACTIONAL STRATEGIES

Matthias Richter, University of Hamburg

It is well known that many Chinese texts of Han Ü (206 B.C. - A.D. 220) and

pre-Han origin are compilations of heterogeneous material or at least contain

passages of earlier independent texts. The source material is taken over either
word by word or in a slightly altered fashion and is by no means always treated

as a quotation. For the interpretation of such texts it is therefore essential to
consider their heterogeneous nature and determine which parts of the respective
text derive from a common source. In the following I will demonstrate that

seemingly marginal terms of a rare specialized usage can on the one hand

corroborate assumptions about different sources of one text and on the other
hand serve as indicators of intertextual relations, i.e. of common textual
traditions. Furthermore, such special terms can in some cases provide information

about the redaction of texts.
What follows is mainly based on the observation of some peculiarities in

the parallel texts Da Dai Liji f\ J|£ IH f£ 72 (henceforth: DL) and Yi Zhoushu i<|

ID ft 58 (YZ), both of which are titled "The appointment of officials" (Guan

ren IfA)-1 Both texts are largely identical in structure and language and

The redaction of both texts presumably dates from the 2nd to the 1st century B.C. The slight
difference between their actual titles Wen wang guan ren X iE TlT A for DL and Guan ren

jie llf A $¥ for YZ may here be neglected as it is of no consequence for the following
argumentation. (The significance of the titles for the different intentions of the respective
texts—i.e. their being related to different local traditions—is discussed in my as yet

unpublished doctoral thesis Guan ren: Texte der altchinesischen Literatur zur Charakterkunde

und Beamtenrekrutierung, Hamburg 2000.) Both texts will in the following be

quoted from the Sibu congkan H3 gßff =pij, ed. Zhang Yuanji ^kïtfê et al., Shanghai

1919-36, repr. Sibu congkan chubian suoben Egf>|f fIJIHSU^, ed. Wang Yunwu 3E

Si, 110 vols., Taibei 21967 ['1965]), which reproduces the oldest extant editions: a Ming
print ofthe Da Dai Liji edition by Han Yuanji ff 7C "Éf (1118-87, preface of 1174) and the

Yi Zhoushu edition by Zhang Bo ^«^ (dated 1543). These editions by no means offer the

"best" text but they provide the best basis for a critical approach to the texts as they are still
free from the numerous emendations of Qing /g (1644-1911) and later scholars, which are
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certainly derive from a common ancestor. This hypothetical ancestral text,
which I shall hereafter conveniently call Guan ren, is itself a compilation of
heterogeneous material. About eighty per cent of this text consists in the

explication of a catalog of six criteria (liu zheng T^fiO for the recruitment of
officials, i.e. criteria for the evaluation of candidates by means of a diagnosis of
their personalities.

The criteria are named as follows: 1. "the scrutiny of sincerity" (guan
cheng üftüc), 2. "the examination of intentions" or: "the examination of words"
(DL: kao zhi %ä>, YZ: kao yan %H 3. "the inspection ofthe inner" or: "the

inspection ofthe voice" (DL: shi zhong lE^, YZ: shi sheng US), 4. "the
scrutiny of facial expression" (guan se UÈ), 5. "the scrutiny of the hidden"
(guan yin US), and 6. "the assessment of virtue" (kui de jfHH).2

Judging from the textual structure, I assume four sources which provided
the material for the six paragraphs: Paragraph 1 is a catalog of some thirty
methods of examination, each checking a certain quality of character (source
one). Paragraphs 2, 5 and 6 list descriptions and definitions of different kinds of
personalities (source two)—these parts of the text derive from a source closely
related to that of paragraph 1. The texts of paragraphs 3 and 4, which deal with
the diagnosis of character by voice and facial expression respectively, derive
from entirely different sources (three and four). As the source material of all six
paragraphs is of a specialized, technical nature, it contains a number of technical
terms or at least uses some words in a specialized way. The distribution of such

words in the text Guan ren can serve to verify the above-mentioned hypothesis
with regard to its different sources.

I would like to suggest a method of examining terminology that starts from
terms with a rather simple, concrete meaning, terms which are clearly used in a

specialized way. The advantage of this approach is that such words most

probably do not occur in many texts, and if those texts in which they do occur
share some more common features (for example in structure, content or

usually based on the respective parallel text and thus blur the differences of the two texts

and tend to mingle them into one fictitious text that never existed. All Chinese primary
sources apart from DL and YZ will, if not otherwise indicated, be cited from the ICS

Ancient Chinese Texts Concordance Series %^% M ~& ftM M 3 I If f0, ed. D. C. Lau

&MM and Chen Fong Ching WfiîE, Hong Kong 1992 ff.
I will hereafter refer to the explication of points 1 to 6 of this catalog as "paragraphs 1 to 6".
The relation of the paragraphs to the catalog of "six criteria" (liu zheng) is explicitly marked

by the respective number at the beginning of each paragraph, and at the end it is stated even

more clearly by the formula "jit^u •••" preceding the criterion which the paragraph
refers to (e.g. "-0 [...] ltt£iS MM")-
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presumptive place of origin) they may be seen as what I should like to call

"cognate texts," i.e. texts which derive from a common source or tradition. I
would like to stress that the word "text" here does not designate whole books
but rather single chapters or independent units within a chapter.

Once a number of cognate texts have been established, it may be assumed

that they also use more complex terms in a similar way. Thus these texts can be

mutually referred to in order to determine the meaning of their complex terms

or so-called philosophical concepts.
In the following the application of the above described method will be

demonstrated—at least in its first step—by means of only one of many more
words in Guan ren which could be examined in this way as possible technical
terms:

The character jjjfc commonly representing the word gu meaning "old,
ancient; cause, reason; therefore" in some cases has to be interpreted as writing
a word synonymous with zha fp, "deceit, deceitful," a meaning not mentioned
in smaller dictionaries such as Gu Hanyu changyong zi zidian or even Ci yuan?
It is mentioned, however, in the Hanyu da cidian and Zhongwen da cidian, but

only in cases where this meaning is explicitly stated by early commentaries.4

It should not be taken for granted from the outset that any word written by
the character $fo is identical or at least homonymous with the familiar word gu
commonly written by the same character. However, as a few rhymes in the

examples cited below will show, it obviously has a similar or the same final as

gu [*kâg]5 and perhaps also the same initial. Therefore, it will in the following
be treated as a homophone of the familiar gu and will for the purpose of
differentiating the two be written "GU".

As GU often occurs coupled with zha fp or qiao £5, it seems possible that
it reflects the development of a rhyming binôme like fp $( [*tsag-kâg] or ~Pj $£

[*k'og-kâg] into two separate words. In this case it may be a word entirely
different from the familiar gu. This possibility should, even if not very probable,
at least be taken into consideration. It is far more likely, however, that GU is

Cf. Gu Hanyu changyong zi zidian ^J 911§ S ffl Ä, Beijing 1979, 88; Ci yuan (Xiu-
dingben) fâW (f|f =]if), 2 vols., Beijing 1990 ['1983], 1340.

Cf. Hanyu da cidian WkWiJ\M$:, ed. Luo Zhufeng Jutî® et al, 13 vols., Shanghai

1990-94, vol. 5, 428; Zhongwen da cidian ^^OkU^, 10 vols., Taibei 81990 ['1962-
68], vol. 4, 891.

Reconstructions of Old Chinese pronunciations are given according to Dong Tonghe Ü |p]

^ (20th c.) and cited from Chou Fa-kao falfèM (ed.), A Pronouncing Dictionary of
Chinese Characters in Archaic & Ancient Chinese, Mandarin & Cantonese Wk'^-'tÈi^j'm

^, Hong Kong 1974.
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just a further specialization of the meaning "deliberately, on purpose" of gu.6

An exact determination of the semantics of GU would require a detailed and

thorough analysis of all contexts in which the term can be traced. This will not
be attempted here. The objective of the present paper is to establish GU as a

term clearly distinct from the familiar gu ("thus, therefore"), thus preparing the

ground for the correction of a considerable number of misinterpretations caused

by the term GU not being recognized as such.

The following argumentation will proceed in three steps: Firstly, it will be

demonstrated by a number of examples from various texts that GU is not a

singular phenomenon but typical of certain texts of a common tradition.

Secondly, an examination ofthe use of $£ in DL and YZ will show that in most

cases it should be interpreted as writing the term GU, thereby, thirdly, arriving
at the conclusion that the distribution of this term corroborates the above stated

hypothesis about different sources ofthe ancestral text Guan ren.

1. The term gu in texts apart from Guan ren

The term gu appears at least twice in Lüshi chunqiu BiSk^ffX- The chapter
"The assessment of men" (Lun ren m \) has the following:

M If Jx ItB iE, {*kisg>7 What does one call "introspection"?

~M 5 @ [*miok] Adjust your senses,

ëS^M'êX [*giuk] restrain your desires,

ff ü? IS [*miwâg] free yourself from wisdom and schemes,

ì 15 Aft [*kâg] discard artfulness and deceit

MiiS-M^mMZ^K [*ts'jed] to let your mind roam in the range of the limitless

W-'u^f-'ä'^S.ZW. [*dag] and employ your heart on the path ofthe spontaneous.8

Cf. the modern Chinese guyi i% ;§; ("deliberately, purposefully, wilfully"), which carries a

markedly negative connotation, as happens also to be true of the respective words in

English. In some cases it is difficult to determine if JSf really should be interpreted as

"deceitful" or just "wilful". I am grateful to Prof. Glen Dudbridge for his suggestion that the

translation "contrive, contrived, contrivance" be considered, which seems appropriate in

many cases, esp. those in which j£ is not closely related to ff but rather to 15 or (esp. in

Huainanzi HI S "7" to H?.

Reconstructed pronunciations in square brackets [ ] refer to the last word of the line. If the

line ends with a particle irrelevant for the rhyme, the pronunciation of the preceding word is

given in braces { }.
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Richard Wilhelm (1873-1930) translates "££5te" somewhat loosely as

"vermeide perverse Neigungen [avoid perverse inclinations]" and Knoblock/Riegel
as "abjure the 'clever' and 'established'."9 The parallel structure, which this

sentence shares with the preceding three, shows that " te " must denote a concept

of the same category as "1-5," just as both respective words of the pairs
"5 g ," " Pf $ " and " %n U " belong to one category.

The chapter "Subjugate the worthies" (Xia xian TK)10 describes the man
"who has found the way" (de dao zhi ren % jjf ~£_ A as "one who is empty [i.e.
free of prejudice or ambitions] and is not artful and deceitful [^^15 te]"-11
The fact that Gao You flbi^ (c. 168-212) in both cases considered it necessary
to gloss "15 te" as "üfF"12 seems to reflect that around A.D. 200 GU was no

longer a familiar expression.
Both sections of Lüshi chunqiu which use the term GU meaning "deceit"

share some common features with the text Guan ren: Both deal with the question

of how to recognize able men and they use a pattern which also occurs in

paragraph 1 of Guan ren and in other related texts. Lun ren shows an even
closer relation to Guan ren as it has a catalog of examinations resembling those

in paragraph one ofthe latter.

Xunzi lo^F" also uses the term GU: a short paragraph of chapter 13 ("The
Way ofthe Minister," Chen dao 15 ;M) says:

[¦¦¦] StilltiSLÜHJl {*ngia} [...] This is the right way to serve a cruel lord:

Jj fXÄ {H ü [*mwag] It is like taming one's wild horse,

^fH^-p [*tsJ3g] like nourishing an infant,

la H IS A [*nien] like feeding someone who is starving.

8 Lüshi chunqiu 3.4, 15/1-2.
9 Richard Wilhelm (transi.), Frühling und Herbst des Lü Bu We, Düsseldorf; Köln 1979

['1928], 35. John Knoblock/Jeffrey Riegel (transi.), The Annals ofLü Buwei, Stanford 2000.

10 Judging from its title, this chapter (Lüshi chunqiu 15.3) seems to promote a policy
expressed by Shen Dao tXf'J (4th to 3rd c. B.C.) as "fit xian SIM" or "qu xian BK" (cf- P-

M. Thompson, The Shen Tzu Fragments, Oxford 1979, 235-36). Nevertheless, the text, on

the contrary, explicitly counsels the ruler to humble himself before the worthies in order to

gain their support. Therefore, the title should probably be understood as a pun alluding to

the maxim "to exalt the worthies" (shang xian faj R and at the same time rejecting Shen

Dao's concept of subjugating the worthies.
11 Cf. Lüshi chunqiu 15.3/82/30. Wilhelm translates: "Er ist unvoreingenommen und frei von

Trug und Hinterlist." Knoblock/Riegel: "How guileless! his not doing anything artful." Cf.

Wilhelm (fh. 9), 214 and Knoblock/Riegel (fn. 9), 348.

12 Cf. Lüshi chunqiu jiaoshi Sft#f^K^, ed. Chen Qiyou ßH^Jg^ Shanghai 21990

['1984], 162 and 883.
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Ol H S til til {*g'iwag} Therefore: Act in accordance with his fears

M ÖC ftÜ [*kwâ] to corrects his mistakes;

H ft5 fil {* 'jog} act in accordance with his grievances

TTo ffi ft ik l*kâg] to discern his deceitfulness ;

H ftStÖ, {*xj3g} act in accordance with his pleasures

WAftÜ [*d'ôg] tojoininhis ways;

H ft 25 fE. {*nâg} act in accordance with his animosities

fj &£ S £g [* -iwän] to avoid his wrath.13

Köster erroneously understands "te" in the sense of "old" and translates: "geht
auf seinen Kummer ein, damit der Herrscher vom Altgewohnten abzulassen

lerne [considers the ruler's distress to make him change his habits]".14 Knob-
lock's interpretation of "te" as "cause, reason" is not much more convincing:
"use his distress to acquaint him with its causation".15 Chapter 11 of Xunzi

("Kings and Lords-Protector,"16 Wang ba rEH) describes an incapable ruler
who seeks his own profit, loves sensual pleasures, luxury and amusement and

trusts the wrong people. The text goes on:

If the ruler of a large state does not exalt the original norms of conduct, does not respect the

old laws but favors falsehood and deceit fp ÄSO. then his court and ministers will follow
his example and make it their habit not to exalt propriety and righteousness but they will
tend to overthrow [the government].17

Köster again mistakes "te" for "old" and translates "ffn#?fFte" as "Ja sogar

gern altbekannte (Familien oder Freunde) betrügen [even tend to deceive long-
known families and friends]", whereas Knoblock translates: "but is fond of
schemes and plots".18

13 Xunzi 13, 64/24-65/1.
14 Köster apparently follows the interpretation of Wang Niansun i^Ü (1744-1832): "$? H

êS if ft& aiirAMEST-È,"- Cf. Hermann Köster (transi.), Hsün-tzu. Kaldenkirchen

1967, 114; Xunzijijie^J-MM, ed. Wang Xianqian Ï5fcu, Beijing 21992 ['1988], 253.

Admittedly, it might be argued that this sentence could as well be read as "... to discern the

reasons [for his actions]". The context of this passage, especially the preceding passage

dealing with the same subject, however, supports the reading "deceitfulness".
15 John Knoblock, Xunzi: A Translation and Study ofthe Complete Works, 3 vols., Stanford

1988ff, vol. 2,201.
16 The translation of the title follows Knoblock (fn. 15), vol. 2, 139ff.

n M^H^±m^lt*fT^«ÌlaMff^i»^ftSy*^EPE^«ÉMfiAfè^^BI
W. &M fftëll-fe " (Xunzi 11, 56/10-11

18 Cf. Köster (fn. 14), 148; Knoblock (fn. 15), vol 2, 168.
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Even more obvious is the meaning of "te" in a similar description of a

deplorable government, to be found in a rhyming verse in chapter 9 of /fwai-

nanzifëfë^ ("The art of rulership," Zhu shu BËfflçf ):

jtjy. Therefore:

±^tt [*kâg] The more deceitful those above

lÖT^tt [*tsäg] the more false are those below;

±#» [*dz'3g] the more assiduous those above

|iJT#fÈ [*n*g] the more able are those below;

±«a [*niög] disturbance above

lOT^S [*d'ieng] means insecurity below;

±#* [*g'iôg] the greedier those above

l"JT£S* [*tseng] the more those below will quarrel. 19

Another passage in chapter 2 of Huainanzi ("The beginning of the genuine,"
Chu zhen ß^lR) laments that in the progress of history the originally pure,
childlike heart of men is incessantly corrupted by the material world. From the

Zhou on, it is said, "artfulness and deceit sprouted [l5tetfzÊ]"-20
Last but not least GU occurs in a rhyming passage of chapter 36 of Guanzi

H^l ("Techniques of the Heart," Xin shu shang 'l>ftr_h), a text sa^ to have

its origin in the Jixia $H~f academy21 and to have been finally compiled at the

King ofHuainan's court:22

KZ°l%& [*sät] The reason why men can be killed

Jii ft §ü ?E -fË {*sied} is because they fear death.

ftöj ^F ^J [*lied] The reason why men can be deprived of profit

])f S. £f ^lj -tft, {*lied} is because they like profit.

19 Huainanzi 9, 68/6-7.
20 Cf. Huainanzi 2, 15/10-15. This reading of "$" is corroborated by analogous passages in

other chapters ofthe Huainanzi: "l^fElgS. " (9, 68/2), "|g# H4" (9, 77/2), "fFfgH
£P#ffi!0" (11, 93/30-94/1), "Umm^m"(l 1,97/26).

21 A place in the vicinity of the capital of Qi ^, Linzi Eg $§, where the Qi-kings in the fourth

century B.C. professedly gathered intellectuals of different persuasions to discuss and teach

their political and philosophical ideas.

22 Cf. W. Allyn Rickett, Guanzi: Political, Economic, and Philosophical Essays from Early
China, vol. 2, Princeton 1998, 67-70; Harold D. Roth, Original Tao: Inward Training (Nei-

yeh) and the Foundations ofTaoist Mysticism, New York 1999, 18-23.
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te ììk M ~F Therefore the gentleman

^ tuli ì1#ï [*xôg] shall not let himself be enticed by what he likes,

^Fië^f-W- [* -âg] shall not let himself be oppressed by what he fears,

t§ fâf&M [*YJwa] he shall be calm and contented without acting,

i iE? PI ÜC [*kâg] he shall discard wisdom and deceit.23

Not only is the expression " £^ |fi| te "24 reminiscent of " fi %a M^ f5 te " in
the Zw« re« chapter of Lüshi chunqiu—the above cited examples of the use of
GU all have some features in common: Lüshi chunqiu recommends restraint of
one's senses and uses a pattern similar to paragraph 1 of Guan ren. The advice

for the "gentleman" (junzi H ^p) given in Guanzi 36 resembles Lüshi chunqiu's

concept of introspection. Xunzi and Huainanzi mention "deceit" as a typical
feature of a bad ruler and describe this defect as a result of indulgence in
sensual pleasures, i.e. lacking restraint of one's senses. All of these texts more

or less pointedly stress the relation of a person's physical state and their mental

condition and qualities of character. Some of the texts, like Guanzi and Xunzi

may be seen in traditions of the Jixia academy; for others, like Lüshi chunqiu
and Huainanzi it cannot, at least, be ruled out that they incorporated Jixia
traditions. But of course the occurrence alone of the term GU in different texts
does not necessarily indicate a common tradition.

GU also occurs in texts of different persuasions which are essentially
different from the above-mentioned ones. Among the "Rules of deportment of
minor officials" (Shao yi ^ffi) in Liji fü IB 17, for example, there is a

rhyming25 set of instructions:

23 Guanzi 36 (ed. Sibu beiyao Egßfif-g, Shanghai 1936), 13, 2ab. Rickett, following Xu

Weiyu's ff IfÜ (1905-51) reading off as "fË," translates "$" as "pretense". Cf.

Rickett (fn. 22), 74.

24 The same expression is used in Zhuangzi 15, where it is said of the sage (I? A) that he

"discards wisdom and deceit and complies with the pattern of heaven [¦£ ftHSIi&S ^ Z
H]." (Zhuangzi yinde ffiï^lffs ed. Qi Sihe HigfP, Harvard-Yenching Institute
Sinological Index Series Suppl. 20, Peiping 1947, 40/15/10-12.) Both this expression and the

one in Lüshi chunqiu 3.4 (cf. above, p. 553) are reminiscent of Laozi 19 (Wang Bi version,
cf. Boshu Laozi jiaozhu r^S^^-Kaî, ed. Gao Ming rtjBfiJ, Beijing 1996, 312) where

similar expressions serve a different but still related rhetorical purpose: "Break with sagacity,

discard wisdom and the benefit to the people will be manifold. Break with
benevolence, discard righteousness and the people will return to filial piety and loving
kindness. Break with artfulness, discard profit and there will be no robbers and thieves.

[mwm^&m^ismizmm&mmmmrdmmi&mmm'-
25 " ?g "[* mjwat] does not, of course, rhyme with "Jf" [*Yap] in the strict sense of the Shijing

rhyme groups. However, assonance was obviously very often consciously used in ancient
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-T* M ïë [*mjw9t] Do not pry into secrets!

-^ ^ PP [*YaP] Do not take liberties [with your superior]

^Fil(Ä)Äfc [*kâg] Do not tell lies!

^ 1^ fe [*sak] Do not be licentious!26

It is not very probable that the third verse was meant to say: "do not talk about

past affairs" or "do not talk about old friends" as the transmitted text "^FiSH
te" has it. The trisyllabic structure suggests that "H" has been added to

support the interpretation of "te" as "old" and should therefore be omitted.
Another example is the second section of the Jinyu U |p in Guoyu ü| g§ where

Pei Zheng 5 M wants to persuade Li Ke Ü JnL to give up his neutral position
towards Duke Xian's )|^ß- plan to kill the heir apparent and install somebody
else in his position. Pei Zheng says: "Try all sorts of tricks to make him change
his plans [%M>Z.WLW&%ïHV Wei Zhao $Bg (204-273) explains the

sentence as "^fpgf ftfjl^lllP/S^," whereas Imber's translation "if many
did this it would change their purpose," which is obviously based on a

misunderstanding of "te" as "therefore / thus," seems off the mark.27

2. The term gu in Guan ren

As regards the parallel texts DL and YZ, it is peculiar that " te " appears eleven

times in the former, but only in three instances does it have a counterpart in the

latter. There is no case in which YZ uses "te" without a counterpart in DL. A
general assessment of the structure of both texts shows that DL in its structure

(not necessarily in wording) is closer to the ancestral text. Thus the shortening
of the text can be seen as a main feature of the redaction of YZ in contrast to

DL. Following the principle of lectio difficilior potior, it appears that in some

cases " te " has been either eliminated or exchanged for another character.

Chinese literature to create a rhyme-like effect. This apparently applies to the rhetorics of
many didactic political and philosophical texts which did not so much aspire to poetic
brilliance as they aimed to facilitate memorization. Most likely, rn-tone AS words (i.e.

words with the finals -p, -t or -k in Middle Chinese) created just this effect and should thus

always be considered as possible quasi-rhymes.
26 Liji 17.13,94/6.
27 Cf. Guoyu (ed. Sibu beiyao [fn. 23]) 8, 57b, and Alan Imber, Kuo Yü: an early Chinese text

and its relationship with the Tso Chuan, Stockholm 1975, 44.
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In the following I will show that DL really uses "te" in the above

described specialized meaning, whereas YZ does not. I will further demonstrate

how the distribution of this term in DL corroborates the hypothesis about its
different sources. As all ofthe passages in which "te" occurs seem to be more

or less corrupt and a presentation of all philological considerations, on which
the translation is based, would lead too far from the point, I will only mention a

few textual problems directly pertaining to the usage of "te"-
The passage in which it is most obvious that "te" means "deceit" is to be

found in paragraph 6.28

DL

6.59 .b&mn.
6.60 ftAASÄ
6.61 itili«
6.62 SfflAÏI5
6.63 ftäftASiS
6.64 Ä3SASS
6.65 Sfi,^#tì
6.66 &&&&
6.67 «sua*
6.68 m^ÀÛ
6.69 &mwmEmwmmnwj
6.70 smi5#fn
6.71 M^Sff
6.72 K^M
6.73 '>ftpJT^£
6.74 ^M^(E)[B]29
6.75 0ult#tì

YZ

ftASfÉl

ifcASft

28 In the following, the text of DL will always be placed on the left and the matching text of
YZ on the right. The line numbers count the individual cola in the respective part of the

text. Identical numbers are given to the matching cola of DL and YZ to facilitate reference

only. This does not imply that cola without a counterpart in the other text existed in the

ancestral text and were omitted later. The number of a colon is, whenever referred to in the

text, preceded by "#," e.g. "#6.59" stands for colon 59 of paragraph 6.

29 Emendations are marked as follows: characters in round brackets are omitted, those in

square brackets [ ] inserted. Lacunae are marked by a square for each missing character.

In the translation, corrupt or otherwise obscure parts ofthe text which cannot even be

tentatively reconstructed are marked <...>.
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DL: [6.59] Someone whose "color of mind" and qi of speech [6.60] pleases others, [6.61]
whose diplomacy is crafty and deceitful,31 [6.62] who is very artful in his connections with
others, [6.63] who very quickly approaches others, [6.64] who very lightly renounces others

[6.65] is a person who only thinks of his position.
[6.66] Someone who is close to those who feed him, [6.67] who associates with those who
bribe him, [6.68] who allies with those who suit his profit, [6.69] who by deceiving gains

reputation and fame, seizes his profit and relies on "outward things" [6.70] is a greedy and

mean person.

[6.71] Someone who is of an indecisive nature, [6.72] who in his speech does not come to
the point, [6.73] who makes his inadequacies appear smaller, [6.74] who is endlessly

scheming [6.75] is a person who is false and deceitful.

YZ: [6.59] Someone who is intent upon lust and whose qi is in disorder, [6.60] whose

personality is frivolous, [6.61] whose diplomacy is very artful, [6.63] who very quickly
approaches others, [6.72] who in his speech does not come to the point, [6.73] who makes

his inadequacies appear smaller, [6.74] who is endlessly scheming [6.75] is a person who is

false and deceitful.

YZ here is considerably shorter than DL. Whereas DL describes three types of
character—one who thinks only of his position (#6.65: " fj£ ;j> ^ "), one who is

greedy and mean (#6.70: " j^fß^f ") and one who is false and deceitful (#6.75:

"fj^fp^f")—the matching sentences in YZ all describe the latter type. The

inner logic of both the sections #59-65 and #71-75 suggests that text has been

lost in YZ. "Ite" ("clever and deceitful"), makes good sense in DL and has a

counterpart in "UI5" ("very artful") ofthe following sentence, just as "j$"
("quickly") and " fg " ("lightly") in the following lines match. In paragraph 2

there is a passage in which "te" again occurs in a parallel position to "15":
" lïl te ê 1£ " ("to resort to deceit to excuse one's own faults").

2.15 ftt£fiM^(II)[fi]32[*dieg] ftt£a(DDD)[ro^±]33 [*tiog]

2.16 ftWIEW^-ft afll-ffi
2.17 ^tftftit ^tftftH
2.18 ^KftU ^SftS
2.19 ^Kftii ^Rfti®
2.20 BWÄ#m BWW#tì

30 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 54a ; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 42a.

31 More literally: "who is clever and deceitful in promoting and degrading others".

32 The emendation follows Wang Niansun. Cf. Jingyi shuwen Hü BE M (1832 [1797]),

comp. Wang Yinzhi^\Z (1766-1834), Sibu beiyao (fn. 23), 13, lb-2a.
33 The lacunae derive from the Yuan ft edition; all other editions have "jîn^Fih"- For details

cf. Yi Zhoushu huijiao jizhu ^M^M^cMìì, ed. Huang Huaixin If fig fa / Zhang

Maorong USfg / Tian Xudong BB MM, Shanghai 1995, 820.
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2.21 summ fttäM
2.22 ftWU5 ftsXI5
2.23 ifgftm^ tPftH^
2.24 »Ä/Wtt »Ä/MB
2.25 & ft g & WÄilft
2.26 0Äg#Üi B*M#Ü134

DL: [2.15] Someone whose manner is straightforward and not light-minded, [2.16] whose

words are correct and not selfish, [2.17] who does not exhibit his merits, [2.18] who does

not hide his faults, [2.19] who does not cover up his mistakes, [2.20] is a person who has

substance.

[2.21] Someone who is self-complacent, [2.22] whose words are clever and artful, [2.23]
who exhibits his 'visible things' [appearance/wealth?], [2.24] who devotes his attention to

sophistry [2.25] and resorts to deceit to excuse his own faults [2.26] is a person who lacks

substance.

YZ: [2.15] Someone whose manner is straightforward [and not reticent], [2.16] whose

words are correct and not selfish, [2.17] who does not exhibit his merits, [2.18] who does

not hide his faults, [2.19] who does not cover up his mistakes, [2.20] is a person who has

substance.

[2.21] Someone who is submissive and fawning, [2.22] whose words are clever and artful,

[2.23] who exhibits his 'visible things' [appearance/wealth?], [2.24] who strives for
testimonies [of his goodness?] [2.25] and resorts to deceit to excuse his own faults [2.26] is

a person who lacks substance.

At first sight "l^ite" seems to mean no more than "and thus." But keeping in
mind that "te" appears in connection with "15" and "X" just like in
paragraph 6, and considering the fact that paragraphs 2 and 6 use many similar or

even identical terms and phrases, the picture changes. Furthermore, the meaning
"and thus" is not likely because in both texts the individual sentences defining a

certain type of personality are usually merely listed and not joined by
conjunctions or other means of explicitly stating a relation between them.

The parallel structure in paragraph 2 corroborates the assumption that

"te" must here be interpreted as "deceit" as well: Paragraph 6 first lists a

number of positive types of character, followed by a number of negative ones.

In paragraph 2 not only do positive and negative types alternate regularly but
also each of the individual sentences describing a positive character has a

counterpart in the following description of the matching negative type. Thus in
the cited example the first sentences (#2.15/21) contrast a straightforward
manner with a self-complacent (DL) or a submissive (YZ) one, the next

34 Da Dai Liji 72: 10. 51b; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 40b.
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(#2.16/22) a correct and unselfish way of speaking with a clever and artful one.

The third sentences (#2.17/23) contrast modesty and boastfulness, the fourth

sentences (#2.18/24) contrast admitting faults with sophistical excuses (DL) or

stressing one's own achievements (YZ), and the fifth sentences (#2.19/25)
contrast not concealing errors with trying to excuse them. Even if it should be

argued that "te" here means "reasons" and the respective person excuses

himself "with reasons," the negative implication cannot be denied and the

"reasons" must be false, which again means nothing else but "deceit".
As a rule, YZ does not use the term GU. As I will show in the following,

YZ seems to have eliminated this unfamiliar term. In this singular instance

"te" may have been retained in YZ because it could easily be understood in its

usual, unspecialized sense as "and thus".
In the above cited passage of paragraph 6 there is another instance of GU

which has not yet been discussed:35 "tef#M#ffi^JÏÏn#cl8&; ^" (#6.69).
At first sight, "te" here seems to mean "therefore" or to mark a caesura,

possibly preceding an interpolation. However, a closer look at the sentence or
rather sentences shows that their words are arranged in pairs: "§|^," "ÎÎE^U"
("to seize profit") and "ftS" ("to rely on") obviously belong together. "$
R" may already be the result of redactional work, but "fjE ^-J" is doubtless a

verb-object construction. The interpretation of "teff depends on the reading
of " ^ % ". To read it like "fJE ^IJ " as a verb-object construction in the sense of
"to look out for fame, to hope for fame," would make "tef#" difficult to

explain. Thus it is more plausible to read "g|" in the well-attested meaning

"prestige/reputation" or, following Kong Guangsen, as the homophonous wangi ("unfounded/unjustified").36 "g|#" is then the object of "ff " and "tef#"
may be understood as adverb plus verb: "deceitfully gain" or "obtain something

by deceit"37 (a structure identical with the much more familiar "ïtff The

passage should therefore be read: "someone who by deceiving gains reputation
and fame, who seizes his profit and relies on 'outward things'".

"teff is also used in paragraph 5 and may, as it occurs in a similar

context, be interpreted in the same way:

35 Cf. p. 558.

36 Cf. Da Dai Liji buzhu AUctiffiffiïÎ (preface of 1794), comp. Kong Guangsen JllUS
(1752-1786), comm. Lu Bian jgflf (fl. 519-557), Baibu congshu jicheng W nßÄitft/Ä,
Taibei 1965, 10,8a.

37 Although in the case of "ftf#" the translation "obtain by contrivance" would seem even

more appropriate, I will, for the sake of terminological unity, adhere to the translation
"deceit" for GU.
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5.49 ÊUfe*À ßlWBA
[...] [...]

5.55 tffftJEtl «»Aft
5.56 ftf#Ä«
5.57 ££§S**f
5.58 ^Mfôrt ^KKrt
5.59 f*£J^*ftiâJ$ ft«Ël*f!
5.60 &ftWJ
5.61 #ÖÄ£^ftft# FäM£feft#
5.62 Mt#SR&##fÜ Mt»lf^##tì38
DL: [5.49] Someone who approaches others with deception, [...] [5.55] who exhibits his

'visible things' [appearance? / wealth?], [5.56] who by deceiving gains reputation, [5.57]
who spreads his reputation outside [5.58] but is not adequate to it within, [5.59] who boasts

a reputation for serving his relations, [5.60] who by deceiving gains profit, [5.61] who

distinguishes himself only for his own good—[5.62] a person like this is someone who
hides behind loyalty and filial piety.
YZ: [5.49] Someone who approaches others with deception, [...] [5.55] who exhibits his

'visible things' [appearance? / wealth?], [5.58] but is inadequate within, [5.59] who boasts a

reputation for serving his relations, [5.61] but uses his reputation only for his own good—

[5.62] a person like this is someone who hides behind loyalty and filial piety.

The sentence preceding "tefü^r^" already occurred in connection with the

above cited passage from paragraph 2 (cf. 2.23-25 "ffp^% $J$j ^/Jnf$ \X te
U t£" vs. 5.55-56: "ifÄM^teffÄ^")- This is one of many examples of
recurring patterns in Guan ren that suggest a standardized formulaic language

ofthe source material.39 Some lines later "te" again occurs in connection with
a word meaning "to gain," this time in the phrase "by deceiving gain profit [ \>X

telali]"- "iUte" may appear unfamiliar in this pattern, but the interpretation
GU is supported by a comparison with the expression "to approach others with
falsehood [ \X fF Wa À ]" in the same paragraph (#5.49).

Another occurrence of G U in paragraph 5 is again connected with the idea

of gaining reputation; it says: "someone who is deceitful in one's actions and

thereby strives for reputation [ te Ä ff £X J& S £, ]".

38 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 53b; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 41b.

39 Cf. below, pp. 564 and 566.
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5.15 SIWII mM&mrn
5.16 issirns DSJäÄJS
5.17 mnm^m
5.18 WB&Lmz
5.19 ftftfT #ftf#
5.20 JU#££ &&££
5.21 taikzmmziJUfe initfclSJfttl ftì40

DL: [5.15] Someone who passes sincere talk off as his nature, [5.16] who passes feigned
love off as his loyalty, [5.17] who looks generous and compassionate, [5.18] who

demonstrates pretended restraint, [5.19] who is deceitful in his actions [5.20] and thereby

strives for reputation—[5.61] a person like this is someone who hides behind feigned

humanity and genuineness.

YZ: [5.15] Someone who passes sincere talk off as his nature, [5.16] who passes <...> love

off as his loyalty, [5.19] who prizes his own attainments [5.20] to change [improve?] his

reputation41—[5.61] a person like this is someone who hides behind feigned humanity and

genuineness.

This time the line in which GU occurs in DL has a counterpart in YZ, but again

YZ has no te • Even if this does not necessarily imply that the ancestral text
Guan ren was in this passage identical with DL and has been altered in YZ, it
should be noted that YZ not only "lacks" text in places where DL uses GU, but
also that YZ does not use GU where it has a counterpart to the respective

passage in DL. The version of DL is in this case supported by a passage at the

beginning ofthe same paragraph in which both texts have " IX $C Ä^ ":

£0

A^Rftlit
115ft©

Wi£ft«42

DL: [5.0] [Criterion number] five: [5.1] Man has by nature a dark side and a bright one.

[5.2] There are many who hide their actual condition, [5.3] who exhibit their pretensions

40 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 53a; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 41b.

41 "2ji" is probably a graphic error for "Jjc". Earlier in the same paragraph both texts have

"Ijr." (cf. below, YZ#5.3-5 "fftftfS/JiUJtft £-&")¦ The variant is not emended in order

to point out the difference between the received texts. Cf. below, fn. 57.

42 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 53a; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 41a.

5.0 £0
5.1 ±SW(«H3*
5.2 AW#»fttf
5.3 ttgft
5.4 inmnm
5.5 U*Ä*fc
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[5.4] and thereby rely on [outward? / material?] things [5.5] and thereby strive for

reputation.
YZ: [5.0] [Criterion number] five: [5.1] Man has from his birth a dark side and a bright one.

[5.2] Many hide their actual condition, [5.3] they exhibit their pretensions [5.5] and thereby
strive for reputation.

"To exhibit a pretended [good personality] and thereby strive for reputation

[iftÄfH... J^IjçSrg]" is essentially the same as "to be deceitful in one's
actions". Moreover, the above cited line DL#6.6943 says roughly the same: "te
f#M#fE^M#cKfr^," DL in both cases adds the aspect of relying on

"things" (cf. DL#5.4 "fâfôtyj" vs. #6.69 "ftMiïï$3")—another example of
recurring formulas.

GU occurs again in a passage of paragraph 6, which describes a loyal and

dutiful person:

6.48 &gMHftf? &%umm
6.49 mmmz
6.50 mti^T-m mtxmtim^®
6.51 &U5A mxmiimT-n
6.52 &,(%#.)[ fo%]^±M
6.53 BA##tì ra&^-ttì44

DL: [6.48] Someone who serves his parents with faithful love, [6.49] who rejoices in

revering them, [6.50-51] who exhausts his strength [in their service] and does not only
superficially rever them to satisfy others, [6.52] so that he does not gain a false reputation

[6.53] is a loyal and a dutiful child.

YZ: [6.48] Someone who serves his parents with faithful love, [6.50] who rejoices in

exhausting his strength [in their service] without erring, [6.51] who reverently exhausts his

strength [in their service] without <•¦•>, [6.53] is a loyal and a dutiful child.

This passage is extremely corrupt and allows only a tentative and approximate
translation. As a lengthy discussion of textual problems not directly pertaining
to the question of GU would lead too far from the point, suffice it to note that a

certain type of person is described by his praiseworthy actions. If one reads

"te" in DL#6.52 as "solid; certain" (written "0" in standard orthography) for
which it is a frequent orthographic variant, " \X %x te^ zÉ. M " may be

interpreted as "so that he certainly does not make himself a good name," which does

not yield a very satisfactory reading. Dai Zhen MM (1724-1777), however,

43 Cf. above, p. 561.

44 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 54a; Yi Zhoushu 5 8: 7, 42a.
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emends the sentence to "l^te^^zÈS;"-45 If Dai Zhen's emendation is

correct, "te" can very well be understood as "false, deceptive, contrived".—
The idea of false reputation (here: "te 45") is also expressed in another line
later in paragraph 6, which in DL describes a person as "somebody who gains

reputation by trickery/artfulness" and in YZ as "somebody who usurps a name

(reputation/title?)" (#6.88, DL: " 015 & % tì," YZ: " 0 jfö £ # -fe ").46

There is another instance of te in Guan ren, which cannot be easily
explained. In a passage of paragraph 5 a type of character is described as a

person who feigns intelligence:

5.25 'p%m^B.
5.26 mm^R Ai8&#
5.27 #lt*W #js*s
5.28 F*3i£^£ fti&^S
5.29 fe^Wt£ fe^W&
5.30 ftftmiÜA
5.31 glIIM^H glliM^Ü
5.32 mmm^m fêlffi&iË
5.33 maftlf
5.34 tam%mifc%imm& itt»^%na#m47

DL: [5.25] Someone who plays down his deficiencies, [5.26] who does not get to a result in

his considerations [5.27] but acts as if he simply would not tell it, [5.28] who is deficient
inside [5.29] but takes on airs of abundance, [5.30] who fakes wisdom to impress (< move)

others, [5.31] who only follows his own line of argumentation and does not accept

arguments of others, [5.32] who hints at something but does not finish his statement,48

[5.33] so that nobody knows what he is really up to—[5.34] a person like this is someone

who hides behind feigned intelligence.49

YZ: [5.26] Someone who does not get to a result in his considerations [5.27] but acts as if
he simply would not tell it, [5.28] who is deficient inside [5.29] but takes on airs of
abundance, [5.31] who only follows his own line of argumentation and does not accept

arguments of others, [5.32] who hints at something but does not finish his statement—

[5.34] this is someone who hides behind feigned intelligence.

45 Cf. Kong Guangsen's gloss in his Da Dai Liji buzhu (fn. 36), 10, 7b-8a.
46 Cf. below, p. 569.

47 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 53a; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 41b.

48 Maybe also: "who puts forward an argument but cannot carry it through".
49 More literally: "who feigns comprehending the pattern of things".
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Line DL#5.30: "te ft] .0, jfjÀ " is difficult to understand. The Qing scholar

Wang Pinzhen (18th/!9th c.) and, later, Gao Ming (20th c.) both interpret "te£D "

as "to demonstrate knowledge by using classical quotations,"50 which seems

highly implausible to me. If the above cited emendation of Dai Zhen in line
#6.52 is correct and "te^" is to be understood as "false reputation," "tefrT
should be read "fake wisdom" which fits perfectly in this context. But it is also

possible that this sentence is the result of a combination of errors. If it once

went "IrteloA" like "ÏXtkUU" and "i^teWJ" m the examples
discussed above (#2.25 and #5.60) and if "te" was at some point in the process of
transmission mistaken as "therefore" and thus shifted to the front position,
someone might later have wanted to add an appropriate verb to the seemingly
defective " te ¦ ¦ • IX WiÀ " and changed it to the form found in the received text.

But of course such speculations can neither justify an emendation nor
substantiate a reliable translation.

It is quite certain, however, that " te £P " does not, as Wang Pinzhen and

Gao Ming would have it, mean real knowledge of ancient texts which the person
described would cite to impress others. (Besides, this seems more likely from
the perspective of a later Chinese scholar than from a Han perspective. Guan

ren neither praises the ancients nor does it exalt learning as such.) The point of
the entire description is, on the contrary, that somebody creates an impression of
a wisdom which he does not really possess. Notwithstanding the question, if the

correct reading is "te^Pl^SlA" or "tel^fjÀ," "te" must mean something

like "deceptive, contrived, fake". This interpretation is further corroborated

by other passages of the text that use a similar formulaic language. For

example, the formula "^Sp/f ^Jü." (DL#5.25) is repeated in line #6.73 of
DL and YZ as part ofthe description of a person "who is false and deceitful".51

There are several instances in Guan ren in which a stupid person or one who

feigns intelligence is described in similar terms as in #5.25-34, among them
" FJ MM" ("to only follow one's own line of argumentation") and "^F-iÜ" ("to
reject argument's of others"). These expressions apparently belong to a number

of technical terms describing a candidate's performance in disputations, which

were held to examine his quick-wittedness and rhetorical abilities. These

technical terms must have become obsolete and consequently been misinterpreted

quite early. This in turn must in the process of transmission have led to

50 Cf. Da Dai Liji jiegu A le 11 ffi ì¥ ÌÈ (preface of 1807), comp. Wang Pinzhen ~ÎM%,
Zhongguo xueshu mingzhu ffi g] ¦'p |i|Lj ^ |f, Taibei 1962ff, 10, 5, and Da Dai Liji jin zhu

jinyi A Ic II IS 4-lì4-P, ed. Gao Ming ffi HJ§, Taibei 31993 ['1975], 395.

51 Cf. above, pp. 558 and 565.
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diverse alterations ofthe passages in which these technical terms occurred, with
the result that they are mostly corrupt in the received texts.

The most obvious example of the description of a personality similar to
that in #5.25-34 is the one immediately following the passage discussed above:

5.35 mmA&sm »AWf
5.36 g.tiM^i* mmmz
5.37 mm^m mm^m
5.38 (§¥)[# m^m52 #ü*b
5.39 Ê^WÉâ DIAMWfé
5.40 wiiMgiiii earn s m

5.41 mzw mznw
5.42 mmmw mmttm
5.43 ÌQtt%mniz:W%& *0ltt#KK£8#tì53

DL: [5.35] Someone who simply impresses others with words, [5.36] who approaches a

subject but does not carry it through, [5.37] who cannot adequately answer questions, [5.38]
who [then] feigns not being out of his wits [5.39] but [instead] takes on airs of abundance

[with regard to his wisdom], [5.40] who has a way [of arguing] and follows only his own
line of argumentation [5.41] which he applies to the problem, [5.42] who, if at a loss what

to say, pretends profundity—[5.43] a person like this is someone who hides behind

refinement and skills.

YZ: [5.35] Someone who [wants to] impress others with words [5.36] but is soon at his

wit's end and cannot carry [his argumentation] to the end, [5.37] who cannot adequately

answer questions, [5.38] who [then] feigns not being out of his wits [5.39] but [instead]
takes on <.. .> appearance of abundance [with regard to his wisdom], [5.40] who has a fake

way [of arguing] and follows only his own line of argumentation, [5.41] following this

<...> beginning, [5.42] who, if at a loss what to say, pretends profundity—[5.43] a person
like this is someone who hides behind refinement and skills.

The persons described in both passages (#5.25-34 and #5.35-43) try to impress
others with pretended intellectual and rhetorical abilities and at the same time
camouflage their deficiencies (#5.30/35 "teftU^lÖA / JJSfjAiiXW," #5.25

"4>Spjf ^fi $¦"). When they are unable to penetrate and solve a problem, they
feign reluctance to display their wisdom (cf. DL#5.26-29 "J&M^Ä/ #M^
m ftîSc^A/ fe/^W§r vs. DL#5.36-39 "g^ffiTO/ fä JWf* / #
^^FB / Ê/KW f&>" which are very similar in wording and mainly differ in

52 Kong Guangsen points out that the Ming edition of Zhu Yangchun 7fc§|#ïtî has "#" in¬

stead of "p," cf. also "#" in DL#5.27 above. Cf. Da Dai Liji buzhu (fn. 36), 10, 6a.

53 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 53a; Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 41b.
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the arrangement ofthe arguments: ABAB vs. AABB). Another common feature

of both passages lies in the observation that the persons described force their
line of argumentation upon others (cf. #5.31 " g HISM^Ü" vs. #5.40 "WxË
m g m " pl] / " m m m g m " [yz]).54

There are only three more instances in which "te" occurs in DL. In all
these cases this character clearly does not represent the word GU. The first
example appears in paragraph 4, which deals with the "scrutiny of facial

expression". After presenting two catalogs which describe different facial

expressions as indicators of certain qualities of men, the paragraph concludes:

4.32 KÊtt*&QU$ mmmm&iz
4.33 m&mmmm nmmnmm
4.34 mm&z* mmkz*
4.35 ê^em fe^ii55
4.36 mmol®

DL: [4.32] A genuine mien is radiantly firm and calm; [4.33] a feigned mien is

contradictorily confused and disturbed. [4.34] Even if one tried to withhold it [i.e. keep

one's facial expression from changing], [4.35] one's mien does not obey; [4.36] even

though changeable, it can be recognized.

YZ: [4.32] Genuineness is radiantly firm and calm; [4.33] falsehood is contradictorily
confused and disturbed. [4.34] Even if one tried to change it inside, [4.35] one's mien does

not obey.

As a genuine mien is described as firm and clear and a false one consequently as

changeable and confused, " te " has here quite certainly to be understood as an

orthographic variant of "HO" (solid).56 The YZ variant "S£" is also plausible,
but I still prefer to assume " te " as the lectio difficilior for the ancestral text.57

54 A passage in paragraph 2 describing an "envier and liar" ($5M1ê) again uses similar

formulas: DL#2.61-65 "^fl^@fî / MoIMftS I gflffi^H / HtU&Z. I 0
(të) &S#tì," (Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 52a); YZ#2.61-65 "Pf*fê / g lllfffi^lf / #
JtMSi / B(fê) &§£#tì" (Yi Zhoushu 58: 7, 40b). ("&" has apparently been

erroneously written "#p" [lectio facilior, graphic similarity]. This may be a feature ofthe
ancestral text or a result of lateral contamination as it appears in both DL and YZ. "£n$?t"
in DL must be a mistake as it does not fit in the regularly used pattern "0 X X #-ÜL"
Presumably "$t" was introduced into DL as a gloss correcting "£p" and later retained as

part of the main text without deleting "$p".) In this passage the aspect of forcing an

incorrect argument is explicitly stated: DL "g#Qäfi£," YZ "#111^.".
55 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 52b-53a; Yi Zhoushu 58:7,41a.
56 Cf. the gloss of Yu Yue (1821-1907) in his Da Dai Liji pingyi AiclSffi1?^ (1867);

Qunjingpingyi ffiMW-M, comp. Yu Yue # {££, Huang Qingjingjie xubian JEJfflPSE
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In the remaining two cases " te " obviously stands for the familiar word gu,
usually rendered "thus" or "therefore". It marks a caesura and introduces a new
textual unit, probably drawn from a different source. In both cases it precedes a

catalog of metrically regular sentences and thus cannot be interpreted as part of
the following sentence:

[...] [...]

6.88 Sr5£#fji H»£#m
* &H

6.89 mm^^m *ia#**
6.90 («)[ffi]Ä#*{r58 B#n#^[ii
6.91 iî##*a ^Ä#iÜ
6.92 *«#*« WfS#*(f?)[tf]59
6.93 »Ip#^¥ mt^T^
6.94 £&#** %%%T^m
6.95 Üt S *#1p fe 3 W5la
6.96 litzmmm itt^P^ii60

DL: [6.88] [...] is someone who obtains his name (reputation? / title?) by artfulness.

Therefore: [6.89] Those who take risks are not balanced. [6.90] Those who rely on spirits
are not benevolent. [6.91] Those who look out for fame are not loyal. [6.92] Those who

adorn their appearance are not genuine. [6.93] Those who feign restraint are not poised.

[6.94] Those who are selfish are not dutiful. [6.95] Those whose speech is boastful are

scarcely reliable. [6.96] This is called "the assessment of virtue".
YZ: [6.88] is someone who usurps a name (reputation? / title?).
Therefore: [6.89] Those who take risks are not balanced. [6.90] Those who timely < > do

not stray, [6.91] they are resolute. [6.92] Those who adorn their appearance are not genuine.

[6.93] Those who feign restraint are not poised. [6.94] Those who are selfish are not dutiful.

M (1888), comp. Wang Xianqian Ï%M (1842-1918), 32 vols., Shanghai 1889, 192B,

10a.

57 That $r and gfr belong to the words which in both texts have not been transmitted reliably
can also be observed in other cases: #5.19-20 DL "ÄÄfTlUJ&Ä^" vs. YZ "^SffJ^
&S:g" and#6.61-62 DL "it jIXÄÄHAS^" vs. YZ "Jtii#r5". Graphic
similarity of the characters and—apart from Ijr.—also phonetic similarity of the words written

by them may have contributed to these variants (#( [*kâg], Ijr [*kûng], fifc [*k£g], Pj
[*k'og]).

58 The emendation follows a gloss of Kong Guangsen. Cf. Da Dai Liji buzhu (fn. 36), 10.8b.

59 The emendation is based on the citation " Jn|#Sifff|^#^;tH" in Li Shan's commentary
to the Wenxuan. Cf. Wenxuan £31, comp. Xiao Tong jffi ,ft (501-531), comm. Li Shan $
# (ca. 630-689), Beijing 31990 ['1977], 43.5, 602b.

60 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 54a-b; Yi Zhoushu 58:7,42a.
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[6.95] Those whose speech is boastful are scarcely reliable. [6.96] This is called "the

assessment of virtue".

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

DL

[...]

Sgp#^T£n

[...]

scrutinize his bright sides to examine his dark sides,

examine his interior to assess his exterior.

Therefore:

Those who feign restraint can be found out,

those who are meretricious and false can be discerned,

those who are genuine and impeccable can be procured,

7.10 J&JH'xf H% °JÄtil those who are loyal, kind-hearted and adhere to their duty can

be beheld.61

Conclusion

The character te occurs eleven times in DL. In eight cases it writes the word
GU ("deceitful, fake").62 Of these eight cases YZ retains te only once—in line

#2.25, where it can easily be interpreted as the familiar "and thus". In two ofthe
remaining seven cases it has apparently been replaced by another character: Ut
and £5 in #5.19 and #6.61 respectively, and in five cases the respective sentence

of DL has no counterpart in YZ.

1 GU/gu
2 gum
3 GU

4 GU

5 GU

2.25

4.34

5.19

5.30

5.56

m-emz^

Ä*nu»A

mmïz^

61 Da Dai Liji 72: 10, 54b.

62 Of these eight cases, Wang Niansun glosses "f5ft" as "ff " in four instances (DL#2.25 "l)f
tïêm," #5.19 "Ä£?T," #5.30 "ÄftJitttA" and #5.60 "J^jftSW) and in one

instance as synonymous with "15" (DL#6.61 "jSjßlift"). Cf. Jingyi shuwen (fh. 32), 13,

187b and 189a. With the single exception of a citation of Wang Niansun's gloss in the case

of #5.19 by Wang Shunan, I could not find $C in DL being recognized as writing the term

GU in any commentary or translation. Cf. Jiaozheng Kong shi Da Dai Liji buzhu fJIEJlft
AfcfUlfiffiä, ed. Wang Shunan iffiW (1851-1936), Baibu congshu jicheng (fn. 36),

10, 5b.
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6 GU 5.60 JìlttflXipJ
7 G£/ 6.52 &«ft*4S
8 GU 6.61 Üìli ft UÌI#r5
9 G£/ 6.69 AHH#Œ|IJifDfé»^tl
10 caesura 6.89 #C#Pfi#^f| $H*lïï#^fl
11 caesura 7.7 JtttRtiS#nJ*n

The character te in the sense of "deceitful" (GU) obviously does not belong to
the vocabulary of YZ. This reading may be considered as the lectio difficilior
and thus assumed to have existed in Guan ren. Furthermore, a number of other
features show that DL is closer to the ancestral text than YZ. Therefore, the

term GU must be considered as a special feature ofthe ancestral text, which has

been eliminated in the redaction of YZ.
With regard to the different sources of the ancestral text Guan ren, it

should also be noted that the term GU only occurs in paragraphs 2, 5 and 6. It is

exactly for these portions of the text that an examination of the macrostructure
of the whole text has assumed a common source which is different from the

sources of paragraphs 1, 3 and 4 and ofthe narrative frame. The distribution of
this single term is only one of several features that corroborate this hypothesis
about different sources. The introduction of more of these features (such as their
internal structure, recurring patterns of formulaic language and terminological
details) would require a lengthy discussion. The example of GU shall therefore
suffice to illustrate the method of determining "cognate texts" with the help of
technical terms.

The examples from other texts cited at the beginning showed that the term
GU occurs predominantly in texts which probably have their origin in the region
of Qi H. Thus it may be assumed that this term was typical either of the

language of this region or of an ideological tradition flourishing in Qi. As

regards Guan ren, GU is only one of several features63 which indicate that the

state Qi played a decisive role in the early development of meritocratic methods
for the recruitment of officials as propagated in Guan ren and a number of
related texts.

As to the method demonstrated above, I am aware that assuming a not yet
well attested, specialized meaning for some words implies the risk, that once

having left the firm ground of the familiar usage of words anything seems

63 Among these: further technical terms, special rhymes, the number six as a predominant
structural element, parallels in other texts and the association of the text with Taigong A
£•, the founder of Qi.
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possible. But if one shuns this risk one has to pay the price of remaining at the

mercy of much too often corrupt, unintelligible texts that have been altered over
and over again under the influence of different commentarial traditions. The

only too common method of choosing among the various—and often

contradictory—readings of texts and commentaries to them in order to make

sense of the otherwise inexplicable, appears no less arbitrary than assuming
unusual readings for some terms, even if this means reading a text contrary to
tradition. Any possible arbitrariness of interpretation has to be counterbalanced

by a careful application of textual criticism.
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